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Make Perfect Square Within a 
Square Units… 

If you are “ruler cutting” Square withiun a Square units, 
use the From Marti Michell corner trimmer to craete the 
perfect alignment of the pieces. When you position the 
first triangles and the square, all corners align perfectly. 
Better yet—when you are ready to add the second pair of 
triangles, they still align perfectly!

Perfect every time

Trim Squares, too!
You will notice that the right angle or square corner of the 
From Marti Michell Corner Trimming Template also has 
an engineered corner.  In From Marti Michell patterns 
and projects, we will always recommend trimming the 
90° corners, too, especially on squares! When you sew 
trimmed triangles to trimmed squares, the pieces line up 
automatically—no more dog ears sticking out beyond the 
square! No guessing about position.

Perfect alignment every time!
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Piece Binding Strips More Easily…
 
When you make the popular French-fold binding, trim the 
ends of the strips, as diagonal seams eliminate bulk. 

1. Stack as many strips as you are comfortable cutting right 
side up.

2. Place Corner Trimming Template on one end. Cut the long 
diagonal edge.
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3. Now trim JUST the right angle, but not the 45° angle.
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4. Assuming you are joining more than two strips, turn 
the stack of strips and cut the other end in the same 
direction and with just the 90° trim on the corner.

5. The strips are ready to join, the corner and edges line up 
perfectly—no guesswork!

More reasons in package!
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